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ABSTRACT
A computer program is proposed to classify a signal intercepted
with an ECM receiver going through a file of up to 3400 radiators.
The ECM receiver tolerances in measuring the intercepted parameters
are taken into account. Also the ranges and tolerances in the
radiators are taken into account. The search is made on the basis
of parameter importance. The readout is comprised of all possible
radiators included in the file that match the intercepted signal.
The program is written in such a manner that certain errors are
recognized by the Computer and indicates to the operator that an
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1 . Introduction .
The number of electromagnetics radiations that can be inter-
cepted by a receiving station at any time, at any place in the world,
is almost unlimited. These signals or radiations are of the most
varied kind, such as telephonic or telegraphic communications, navi-
gational aids, satellite or missile tracking, target detection
systems, telemetry, time standards, etc. etc.
For intercepting and classifying any one of these radiations,
two things are required:
a. A receiver of a specific type able to receive
signals in a wide range of frequencies.
b. A file of records of the possible intercepted radia-
tions from where we can choose a record corresponding
exactly to or with any desired probability to that of
the intercepted radiation.
This is a daily problem on board a ship, when a signal is inter-
cepted with an ECM receiver and it is desired to identify the source
of that signal. The classification procedure is slow and has the
disadvantage that errors in the adjustment of the receiver are not
considered. Furthermore, the errors introduced by human operators
are sometimes large and often the true radiating source is overlooked,
The number of parameters to check against is large, and the
number of records in the file is huge. It seems then reasonable and
feasible to computerize the classification of intercepted radiations
in order to obtain a faster and more efficient system.
A program using the on-line system of the USNPGS Computer
Facility is proposed and its use demonstrated.

2. Basic Approach .
2.1 The Parameters and the Language Chosen
The problem was initially analyzed for pulse radars where it









Vertical Beam Width (not always used)
Every possible radiator does not have a precise frequency, pulse
repetition frequency or scan rate, etc; rather they have a range of
frequencies, a range of pulse repetition frequency, and so on, for
every numerical parameter.
Taking this into account, the numerical parameters defining a
certain equipment in a file must specify upper and lower bounds.
Corresponding to the nine intercepted parameters listed above, there
must exist a record of 15 parameters.
Upper and lower bounds for 6 numerical parameters plus 3
non-numerical parameters.

The intercepted parameters can be compared with the parameters
in the file to find the possible equipment or equipments that respond
to that set of characteristics.
After an equipment is found to match the input parameters, it is








Obviously these characteristics must be recorded in the same
file; therefore, the file should have 21 different parameters for a
pulse radar. Since additional information has been included, such
as peak power, remarks, latitude and longitude, the total number now
comes to 27.
After adding frequency modulated type of radars, additional




The total number of parameters was finally determined to be 31.
Any other type of radiation will have less than 31 parameters;
therefore it can be concluded that a record of 31 parameters is about
the maximum needed to completely specify any equipment.

For that many parameters, the use of Fortran 60 or Fortran
63 languages would not allow more than a few hundred records stored
in the file due to memory limitations.
To overcome this difficulty, a program was prepared using ^CRAP
language. In this way, it was possible to pack several parameters
in one computer word. It was then possible to use only seven computer
words to store the 31 parameters, plus one address for internal use
of the program during the search. As a consequence, the file allow-
ance was increased to 3400 records.
The program was still lacking flexibility. It needed to be
compiled every time that intercepted parameters were introduced, and
the way to input the parameters was slow and time consuming. The
problem was then solved by changing the language to Fortran 60
symbolic. With this language, it is possible to use the on-line
system available at the USNPGS Computer Facility and still use the
same packing parameters feature allowed by SCRAP.
Maximum flexibility was achieved in this way. The input para-
meters are loaded via the typewriter of the Data Display DD-65
System and the output is almost instantaneous.
The parameters for every equipment or radiator in the file were
packed according to Figure 1.
The input parameters have been classified into two types:
a. Fundamental - those that are the minimum needed to
classify a radiation. They are also the minimum
needed for the program to do the search.
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b. Non -Fundamental - those that can be omitted as input
parameters.
The Non-Fundamental parameters are all other than
frequency and modulation.
The computer will immediately reject any wrong input for a funda-
mental parameters, but it will skip any wrong non-fundamental para-
meter.
For description of all parameters see Section 2.4
2.2 The On-Line System and Input/Output
The on-line system of the USNPGS digital computer system was
used. In this system a cathode ray tube display unit (DD 65) is used
as an input/output control unit in a remote computing station with a
data processor (CDC 160) satellited to the main computer (CDC 1604).
This system works very nicely for a man-computer combination
type problem such as the one proposed here where it is desired to
inject input data at running time. The program and file is loaded
in the memory of the computer. At running time the computer is
interrogated with some input data and it immediately searches in
the file for an answer.
The program compiled in binary tape is loaded into the computer.
The binary tape was prepared using the FORTMAP and MAPTBIN routines
of the FORTSHARE Library.

The file is loaded into the computer by the program itself
which upon execution reads another tape in which the file was
previously written by another program.
Upon execution the display will ask for input parameters.
The input must be typed on the key board of the DD-65 follow-
ing the indications that the display itself will dictate.
If the input parameter is of a value larger than the allowed
one, there will be an error indication in the display.
If the mistake was in a fundamental parameter, after the error
indication, the display will ask for new input parameters.
If the mistake was in a non-fundamental parameter, that
parameter will be skipped during the search of the records.
Typing mistakes in non-numerical input parameters will be
detected by the computer and the display will give an error indica-
tion.
If the typing mistake was in modulation after the error indica-
tion, the display will ask for new input parameters.
If the typing mistake was in a non-fundamental parameter,
that parameter will be skipped during the search of the records.
The maximum input parameters are as follows:
Frequency = 32,767 megacycles
Pulse Width = 40.95 microseconds
Pulse Repetition Frequency = 8191 pulses per second
Scan Rate = 511 times per minute
Bandwidth =511 megacycles
Program Tapes. See Appendix 1.

Beamwidth =31 degrees
Vertical Beamwidth = 31 degrees
Peak Deviation = 255 megacycles
The output will appear in the display following the input almost
instantaneously. The output will display all data stored for the
possible intercepted emissor. Only one possible intercepted emissor
will be displayed at a time. The computer will pause and wait to
be directed to continue and display next possible emissor. If there
is no other possible emissor, the display will indicate that every
possible equipment has been displayed and will pause to be directed
to continue. In this case, it will be immediately reset for re-
entering input data.
2.3 Program Organization.
As Figure 1 shows every record in the file is formed by 7
computer words, the fundamental parameters are contained in the first
word of every record. All other parameters are contained in words
second through seventh.
In the memory there is a block called Array IR where the first
word of every record is contained. In this array, the first words
1
are sorted by frequency-upper-bound in decreasing order. Groups
of words second through seventh are in the memory in a block called
Array IS. The order of the groups inside the array is immaterial
because the address of the first word of every group (second word
of record) is stored in the corresponding first word of the record,
as mentioned before in Array IR.
This is automatically done by program TAPES.

Figure 3 shows a flow chart of the program organization.
2.4 Description of Parameters.
Fundamental parameters are the parameters needed to classify a
radiation. They are also the minimum needed for the program to do the
search.
Nonfundamental parameters are those that can be omitted as
input parameters.
Numerical parameters are those composed by numbers. They need
upper and lower bounds in the records on file.
Non-numerical parameters are those that, even when in the file,
are stored as a number, the input and output will be in BCD characters.
The program itself will take care of the conversion from letters to
code numbers and vice versa.
2.4.1 Frequency.
The frequency of the signal emitted by the radiator.
Numerical, fundamental parameter. Frequencies up to 30,000
megacycles are expected. It is possible to express 30,000 in binary
using 15 bits. Fifteen bits would allow frequencies up to 32,767 MC
,
but when the fundamental parameters were packed in one computer word,
it was seen that no more than 14 bits could be used for every fre-
quency bound. Therefore it was decided to neglect the least signi-
ficant bit in the bounds as well as in the input frequency. This
means that the whole program works for even frequencies. This should
not worry the users because the main program as well as the program






Start, stop, program halts,
manual intervention.
May require
Decision - Used to illustrate a logical
choice made while processing a problem.
The words "yes" or "no" are to be shown
on the appropriate exit lines when
applicable
.
Connectors or step identification. May
be used to indicate junction points and
discontinuity of flow.
Line of flow with arrow to denote direction,
Processing operation,
Information display by video device
(DD-65 display).
Information supplied to computer by





Data card or card file - Symbol used
to represent input operation.
Printed document - Symbol used to
represent output operation.
Magnetic tape - Symbol used to represent
output operation.














































NEXTAD = Address modification used
to locate part of record














































The modulation of the signal emitted by the radiator.
This is the second fundamental parameter. It is a non-numerical
parameter. Six bits have been allowed for modulation, giving a total
of 64 different possible types of modulation. Modulation table,
Table 1, shows the modulation already incorporated in the program.
Code number zero has been used for modulation zero. This is needed
for the input error detection feature.
2.4.3 Polarization.
The polarization of the signal emitted by the radiator.
Nonfundamental , non numerical parameter. Three bits have been
allowed for polarization, giving a total of eight different possible
polarizations. Polarization table, Table 2, shows the polarizations
already incorporated in the program.
2.4.4 Pulse Repetition Frequency.
Repetition rate of pulses in pulse modulation.
Numerical nonfundamental parameter. Thirteen bits have been
allowed, giving a maximum of 8192 cycles per second for every bound,
upper and lower.
2.4.5 Pulse Width.
Pulse duration in microseconds.
Numerical nonfundamental parameter. Twelve bits have been allowed
for upper and lower bounds. Twelve bits give a maximum number of
4095. Since the interest is in pulse width up to 40 microseconds,
the input and output must be considered as multiplied by 100.
2.4.6 Scan Type.
The way in which scan is performed by a searching radiating source,
14

Nonfundamental non-numerical parameter. Four bits have been
allowed giving 16 possible different scan types. Table 3, scan type
table, shows the scan types already incorporated in the program.
2.4.7 Scan Rate.
Number of times per minute that a scan is repeated by the search-
ing source.
Numerical nonfundamental parameter. Nine bits are allowed
giving a maximum of 511 scans per minute.
2.4.8 Beam Width.
Beam width of the radiation from the searching source.
Numerical nonfundamental parameter. Five bits have been allowed
giving a maximum beam width of 31 degrees.
2.4.9 Category.
Category in which a radiator has been classified.
Non-numerical output parameter. Three bits have been allowed
giving up to 8 possible different categories. Category table, Table
4, shows the categories already incorporated in the program.
2.4.10 Origin.
The country that built the equipment or the user.
Non-numerical output parameter. Six bits have been allowed
giving 64 possible different origins. Origin Table, Tabe 5, shows
the origins already incorporated .in the program.
2.4.11 Function.
The function that a radiator performs.
15

Non-numerical output parameter. Five bits have been allowed giving
32 possible different functions. Function table, Table 6, shows the
functions already incorporated in the program.
2.4.12 Platform.
The platform on which the radiator is based.
Non-numerical output parameter. Four bits have been allowed giving
16 possible platforms or combined platforms. Platform table, Table 7,
gives the platforms already incorporated in the program.
2.4.13 Location.
Refers to a geographical area that can be as small as one degree in
latitude and one degree in longitude.
Numerical output parameter. Boundary longitudes and latitudes have
been assigned seven bits for every latitude and eight bits for every
longitude. Since latitudes in the file are specified as northern and
southern, the sign of latitude is not required. The program will recog-
nize by itself if the latitude is north or south and will give the output
accordingly. The same is valid for longitudes where, in the file, they
will appear as eastern or western. In case that a radiator can be found
everywhere instead of some fixed location, this will also be indicated.
2.4.14 Peak Power.
Refers to the approximated peak power of radiators. It is under-
stood that this corresponds to average power when applicable.
Non-numerical output parameter. Five bits have been allowed to
give 32 different peak powers. Peak power table, Table 8, shows the
peak powers already incorporated in the program.
16

2.4.15 Vertical Beam Width.
Vertical angle of the beam.
Numerical nonfundamental parameter. Five bits have been allowed
giving a maximum vertical beam width of 31 degrees.
2.4.16 Bandwidth.
The bandwidth of the signal intercepted.
Numerical nonfundamental parameter. Nine bits have been allowed
for every bound, giving a maximum bandwidth of 511 MC.
2.4.17 Peak Deviation.
Maximum deviation from center frequency in frequency modulation.
Numerical nonfundamental parameter. Eight bits have been
allowed giving a maximum peak deviation of 255 MC.
2.4.18 Side of Deviation.
In frequency modulation, the side to which frequency is shifted
with respect to the center frequency.
Non-numerical nonfundamental parameter. Two bits have been
allowed giving four possible different situations. Side of deviation
table, Table 9, shows the combinations incorporated in the program.
2.4.19 Name.
The coded name assigned to a radiator.
Output parameter to which 48 bits have been assigned to get an
output of 8 letters. This information is stored in the computer in
BCD.
2.4.20 Nomenclature.
The alphanumeric characteristic assigned to a radiator.
17

Output parameter to which 48 bits have been assigned to get an
output of 8 alphanumeric characters. This information is stored in
the computer in BCD.
2.4.21 Remarks.
Remarks referring to some radiators.
Non-numerical output parameter. Seven bits have been allowed
but only 5 are being used. One of 32 different remarks can be added
to any radiator in file. A remark output is a BCD output of 40
characters. Remarks table, Table 10, shows the remarks already




This program searches a file of 2500 records with some input
parameters to find one or more records whose limits bound the respec-
tive input parameter.
Each record corresponds to the characteristics of a particular
radiator. Its frequency range, modulation, polarization, etc., have
been incorporated into the record.
The input data are the intercepted characteristics of some
radiator as given by an ECM receiver.
The receiver probable error in measuring the parameters have been
taken into account in the program. This is to say, by example, that
if the frequency measuring probable error of the receiver is + 2%
and it intercepts a signal of 10,000 MC , then the frequency measured
could have been 9,803 MC. Still the program must accept as correct
in frequency a record whose lower bound frequency is 10,000 MC. On
the other hand, the frequency measured could as well have been 10,200 MC
;
still the program must accept as correct in frequency a record whose
upper bound frequency is 10,000 MC.
The program recognizes errors in the input and indicates it to
the operator. See paragraph 2.2 and Appendix III.
Figure 4 is a flow chart of the Program RAY.
Program RAY follows.
The file used in this program for testing and demonstration
purposes is a fictitious one. It is composed of 2500 records, from











































IFIN = Frequency Intercepted in Megagycles
MAXFREQ = Maximum Frequency Allowed By Program












Yes 530/ PUT TOO BIG











IPRFIN = Pulse repetition frequency intercepted






























MODIN = Modulation intercepted
FMPUL= F. M. Pulsed Radar
FMSW = F. M. Sine Wave










Frequency input processing is done
















Polarization input processing is
done in same way as SCAN TYPE







MODIN = Modulation Intercepted
MODULAT TABLE = Modulation Table





























IPRFIN = Pulse repetition frequency intercepted.
PRFERR = Tolerance of equipment when measuring intercepted PR.F.
IPRFSL - IPRFINL shifted for comparison with records PRF lower bound.



























ISCTIN =Scan type intercepted.
ISCANTY TABLE = Scan type table.



































Upper bound in record
Fig 4-8
IFISU s Frequency intercepted minus
probable error in receiving
equipment shifted for
comparison with frequency
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Number code for intercepted modulation shifted
for comparison with the modulation code number
on records.
Frequency intercepted probable error in receiving
equipment shifted for comparison with frequency
lower bound on records.











































NEXTAD= 12 lowest bit of first word in every record.
It is used as a key for calling the words















































Prepare output by un-
packing all parameter;;
and leaving them in
one variable each;
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The program herein proposed has been extensively tested, check-
ing its response to every possible input error.
The search it performs in a file up to 3400 records is very
fast, giving an output almost instantaneously.
The user operator must be familiar with the abbreviations con-
tained in Table 1 through 10, in such a way that he can type the
intercepted non-numerical parameters or interpret the output at once.
The possibility of errors due to human operators going through
a card file or a book containing the list of the possible radiators
is completely eliminated by the use of this automatic system.
This program can be expanded and improved. Every possible type
of modulation will represent alike radiators with same number of
parameters. This could be taken into account to give different out-
puts for different classes of equipments. In this way, the same
packing of parameters space allowance can be used for other para-
meters.
Enough room is available in all tables to include more or to
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This program writes on tape the file of 3400 records that will
be used by program RAY. To use this program, it is needed:
a. To have on cards all records required to form the file.
Five cards per record are needed and should be sorted, as
explained later.
b. The number of records must be included in the program by
changing the orange card containing the statement
NR =
. . . .
Each card will have a serial number of five digits. The first
four digits give the number of the record. The last digit gives
the order number of each card in the record.
All first cards have a last digit of No. 1 and must be grouped
together and placed following the program. They can be in any order.
In continuation, all cards will be placed second through fifth
sorted by serial number. This is easily done with the card sorting
machine.
Table 1-1 indicates how the cards must be filled out with data.
Figure 1-1 is a flow chart of the program tapes.
Program TAPES follows.
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last bit and shift













































Array IR in frequency\




















upper and lower bounds,
Pulse width upper and
lower bounds,
Scan type,



















upper and lower bounds,




























fa code number in the
same way i1 was done
|
for modulation. (See
i fig I-1-3) I
Pack aii input data in
6 computer wor«Js
according to Fig 1
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The on-line system is a very flexible systen and is highly





Analysis for Optimization of Systems
In general its use is suggested for any type of problem in
which certain data is input, and in consideration of the output,
change or modify the input in order to get a better output.
2. Basic Description of System Capability
Having:
a. A FORTRAN 60 program in cards or in paper tape, or in mag-
netic tape; or having the program already compiled in
binary tape. The program will be loaded in the computer:
Via card reader if it is on cards.
Via paper tape reader if it is on paper tape.
Via tape unit if it is on magnetic tape.
b. The FORTSHARE library mounted on tape unit Number 1 (Channel
3 and 4 of 1604).
c. The on-line system set up
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Then the Data Display (DD-65) is used as an input/output/
control unit as follows:
Input is accomplished by typing on the keyboard of the DD-65.
Output is obtained on the CRT displays of the DD-65.
Graphs will appear in the left hand tube.
Text will appear in the right hand tube as a rotary roll, from
which 16 lines can be seen. Lines will appear at the bottom and will
roll up until they disappear. Every line has 64 characters.
At the same time, a printed output is obtained on the 1612
printer.
The system can be arranged to stop by itself, in as many places
as the user wishes, for the purpose of changing as many variables as
desired or for inspecting the output.
The system can also be slowed down for output analyzing or
even manually stopped.
The program can be arranged as a permanent loop in such a way
that after an output has been given, it will be immediately reset
for new input.
3. Users Procedure
It must be kept in mind that the on-line system is capable of
doing everything that can be done from local control in the 1604.
3.1 Preparation of the Program
Any Fortran 60 or Fortran 60 symbolic program can be prepared
for running on the on-line system. This system permits a change of
the value of variables at running time at the user's will. In
II-2

order to take advantage of this feature in preparing the program,
the user must insert (in the places where he wishes to change values
at running time) a call for the SUBROUTINE CHANGE. SUBROUTINE
CHANGE is contained in the FORTSHARE library.
Paragraph 2.2 explains in detail how to include the SUBROUTINE
CHANGE.
The program should be arranged as a closed loop so that after
the program gives an output, it will be reset for another run.
Having the program arranged as a closed loop and with the change
variables feature in the place desired, the program is ready to be
run from remote station in the same way it should be run at local
control.
When the user is interested in memory saving, the program could
be compiled beforehand using the Fortran compiler contained in the
Fortshare Library. The compiled program - in binary in this case -
is going to be used when running the on-line system. Paragraph 2.3
explains in detail how to do this compilation.
3.2 How to Insert the Subroutine CHANGE.
At every place where it is desired to change the value of one
or more variables, call the Subroutine CHANGE in the usual Fortran
way. The arguments are the names of the variables whose values are
going to be changed. Up to 9 variables can be arguments of change.
Before calling CHANGE it is wise to insert print statements
explaining which variables are to be changed. If it is desired to
change more than 9 variables, CHANGE can be called as many times as
II-3

needed. The first time CHANGE is called, the 9 arguments must be
used, filling with dummy variables if less than 9 arguments are really
needed, or just filling with commas to complete 8 commas.
Example: If it is desired to change the values of the variables
(Alpha, Beta and Gamma) at running time and it is the first time
CHANGE is called in the program, then - in the place the change is





100 FORMAT (60H VARIABLES ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA CAN BE CHANGED.
1 TYPE AS FOLLOWS)
101 FORMAT (23H Al= NEW VALUE OF ALPHA)
102 FORMAT (23H A2= NEW VALUE OF BETA )
103 FORMAT (23H A3= NEW VALUE OF GAMMA)
CALL CHANGE (ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA,A,B,C,D,E,F)
or
CALL CHANGE (ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA,
,,,, ,)
3.3 Compiling the Program
This procedure is recommended to be used when too much memory is
going to be used.
Compilation is done with the Fortshare Library (reserve tape 239),




To compile the program starting from cards, load on tape and




a. Having the program on cards, load them on tape using the
Fortran 60 combo in the 1401. Omit the job card and put
a blank card after the last card of the deck. This tape
will be referred as source program tape.
b. Mount tapes on tape units (channels 3 and 4, 5 and 6 of
1604) as follows:
Fortshare Library on tape unit number 1
Source program on tape unit Q
Mount pool tapes on tape units M and S.
Mount the tape on which the binary output is desired on
tape unit K.
c. On 1604 console press autoload button, computer will read
resident library from tape unit number 1 (Fortshare Library).
Tape unit number 1 will rewind itself. When ready, a green
light will be flashing on channel one active.
d. On typewriter type:
Call, 1, fortmap, maptbin.
Computer will read these two routines from Fortshare library,
Tape unit 1 will rewind itself. When the computer is ready, a green
light will be flashing on channel one active.
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e. On typewriter type:
fortmap,q,m,s,p.
Computer will compile translating Fortran to Map. Errors
in the program will be printed on the 1612 printer.
Map output will be on tape M.
Source program outputs will be on tape S.
When the computer is ready, it will show green light flashing
on channel one active. Tape M will not rewind itself,
f . Rewind tape M.
g. In typewriter type:
maptbin,m,l ,k.
Computer will read tape M and then give output in binary




Suppose that it is desired to compile a program as described
above, then mount tapes as follows:
Source program on tape unit number 7.
Tape for Map output on unit 5.
Tape for source program output on unit 6.
Tape for output in binary on unit number 4.
Then on the typewriter the following should be typed when corresponding:
fortmap,7,5,6,p.
maptbin,5,l ,4.
The required binary output is on unit number 4.
II-6

3.4 Setting up the on-line System.
a. On the 1604:
Clear up and down.
Mount Fortshare Lihrary on tape unit number 1.
Mount binary tape on any other unit different from 7.
Verify printer ready.
Put remote-local switch in remote. (this switch is
located under the desk of the 1604 at the right hand
side)
.
b. At the DD-65 and CDC 160 position:
Main computer remote control unit should have red light
on check if DD-65 is on. If DD-65 is not on:
Check wall red light on for DD-65.
In the cables rack connect the two cables marked
satellite and the two cables marked DD-65. Note that
the cables marked IN should go in the upper row and
the cables marked OUT in the lower row.
On the DD-65 cabinet panel put the mode switch in
the 160 position.
Holding logic switch in clear, press blue start button.
After the system is started, put logic switch in
run position.
c. On the 160 console:
Put switch in sweep; hold extreme right white button








Put EXEC paper tape in reader.
LOAD and RUN.
It will stop, reading 0160 in A REG.
CLEAR down.
By Magnetic Tape:
Bring tape to load point.
On the 160 console.
CLEAR down.
ENTER switch up.
Enter in Z register 7500 and, STEP.
Enter in Z register 2131 and STEP.
Enter in Z register 7200 and STEP.
Enter in Z register 0000 and STEP.
Enter in Z register 0000 and STEP
Release ENTER switch.
CLEAR down and RUN. (This will bring the loader
into the 160, starting at 7200. It will
stop reading an error fault in call 4
(P=0004; Z - 0000))
CLEAR down.
Enter 7200 in P and 0010 in A.
RUN. Will halt reading Z = 7701. Do not CLEAR.
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RUN. From A=0000. It will halt reading A=0060.
This will bring EXEC routine into the 160.
CLEAR down.
d. In the main computer remote control unit (small box adjacent
to DD-65):
CLEAR up and down.
Press REG 20.
RUN. This will read resident routine. While it is
reading READ light should be on.
e. In the 160 console:
RUN starting from 0000.
Should get green light in window marked MAIN CONTROL.
f. In the DD-65:
Press the SAT CONTROL key. White light in that key
should come on. If white light comes under ERROR
key, press ERROR key and then press SAT CONTROL
again. This time the white light should come on.
The green light in MAIN CONTROL in the 160 console
should shift right to SAT CONTROL.
Press LINE PRINTER key. White light under this key
should come on.
g. Now the system is ON-LINE with the control at the DD-65.
By pressing the TAPES STATUS key, the. right hand tube will
display the tape units that are ready to be read.
3.5 Running the Program.
Having the system set up and the tapes mounted, the program can





K = number of tape unit in which the binary tape is
mounted.
tyAME = name of program.
Press OUTPUT key.
The computer will read the program from tape unit assigned. The
READ light will come on. No additional data should be sent to the
1604 when the computer is reading the program.
In keyboard type : RUN.
Press OUTPUT key.
Now the program will run, and when reaching a place where vari-
ables can be changed (a place where subroutine CHANGE has been called)
the computer will stop and will appear in the display as follows:
BEGIN
BEGIN
If print statements were included before calling CHANGE they will
appear before the words BEGIN giving a clear indication of what para-
meters are to be changed. No one, some or all of the variables called
by CHANGE could be reassigned values. The new values are fed to the
computer by typing:
Ai = the new value; then pressing the OUTPUT key. i = the
order number in which the variable is included as argument
for CHANGE.
If the variable is in letters, then a letter "A" should be
added at the end of the variable.
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4. Evaluation and Recommendations.
The system is very effective for man-computer type problems where
at certain points, decision must be made or data injected.
Data retrieval problems have been run with a file of 3400 records.
Every record may have up to 32 parameters. The output is instantaneous.
Problems such as getting steepest characteristic for such and such
design problem or smoothest characteristic or maximizing minimums, etc.,
can be done with SATGRAF subroutine and solved in a very short time.
These computer problems, run in the conventional manner, could take
months
.
The bottleneck in this system is that compilation can only be
done by the Fortran 60 compiler.
A valuable extension to the system would be to get it to work






Having the on-line system set up according to Appendix II,
in the DD-65 keyboard:
Type: CALL, 4,RAY.
Press OUTPUT key.
The computer will read the program RAY. While reading, the
read light in the 1604 remote control unit will be on.
When the read light goes out:
Type: RUN.
Press OUTPUT key.
Now the computer will read the file of records. (read light
on, while reading) and then run.
The program will get in microseconds, to the place in the file
where the input parameters are required. The computer will stop
and the display will read:
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
III-l

Intercepted parameters should be typed in the keyboard as
explained.
After every typed parameter, the OUTPUT key must be pressed.
If there were no mistakes in the typed format, the display will
indicate OK.
If there were any mistakes in the format, the display will
indicate ERROR.
The parameter can be typed again omitting the error. This last
typing of a parameter will void the value assigned before to the
same parameter. It will also delete the possible mistake that was
rejected by the computer. If the parameters are non-numerical, a
letter "A " must follow the last letter of the input parameter.
Non-numerical parameters should be input by typing the corres-
ponding abbreviation according to Tables 1 through 10.
Example: If it is desired to input frequency 10,000 mega-
cycles and pulse modulation, it should be done in the following way:
Al = 1000
Press OUTPUT key




Display will answer OK
Note that PULSE is the abbreviation in table for PULSE MODULATION.
Also note the letter "A" following the abbreviation PULSE.
III-2

Any parameter can be omitted except frequency and modulation.
When all available data has been input:
Type : END.
Press OUTPUT key.
Computer will display back the word END, will run and display
all data corresponding to the highest frequency record whose character'
istics agree with the input data.
The computer will stop to allow the operator to read or analyze
the output.
An example of output follows
FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULATION = PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550




PEAK POWER = 700
NAME = MONTEREY
LATITUDE =33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE, TYPE END
POLARIZATION = HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH = 200 300







The last line of the example above indicates that the computer has
paused. To continue running:
Type: END.
Elress OUTPUT key.
Computer will display next equipment and so on.
If there are no more records agreeing with input data, computer
will stop and display:
EVERY POSSIBLE EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN DISPLAYED






Computer will immediately reset for another run displaying again:
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
If in the search in the file no records were found that agree with
input data, computer will indicate this and immediately reset for another
search, as follows:
NO EQUIPMENT IN FILE SATISFIES INPUT DATA
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
Meaning that the program is reset for another run.
If the modulation intercepted was:
Frequency modulation, frequency modulated pulse radar,
or frequency modulation sine wave, the computer will ask for
more input parameters as follows:
I II -4

TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = BANDWIDTH INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = PEAK DEVIATION IN MCS
A3 = SIDE OF DEVIATION
Any of these parameters can be omitted.
If no parameter was available for input, then:
TYPE: END.
Press OUTPUT key.
The computer will run as explained before.
2. Output of Input Parameters.
The computer will also display the typed input parameters. These
will be displayed before every output of a record. All those para-
meters not typed in will appear as zero or unknown, depending on
whether they are numerical or non-numerical.
The computer will not stop for the operator to read these input
parameters. If the operator wishes to check on this input data, he
can stop or slow down the rate of information in the CRT by pressing
the appropriate key on the DD-65 keyboard.
An example of displayed input parameters follows:
INTERCEPTED DATA
Frequency = 9000 POLARIZATION = UNKNO
MODULATION = FM
P.R.F. = PULSE WIDTH =
SCAN TYPE = UNKNO SCAN RATE -
BEAM WIDTH = VERT.BEAMWIDTH -
BANDWIDTH =
SIDE OF DEV = UNKNO PEAK DEVIATION =
III-5

3. Errors that can be committed or perpetrated by the operator
and computer response.
a. Missing frequency input or missing modulation input.
Computer will indicate it and will immediately reset for
another run. Example to response of both errors follow:
MISSING FREQUENCY INPUT
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 - MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
or
MISSING MODULATION INPUT
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 - POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
b. Frequemcy input too high. Computer will indicate this error
and will reset immediately for another run, as follows:
III-6

FREQUENCY INPUT TOO HIGH
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
:. Modulation input typing error.
Computer will indicate this error and will immediately reset
for another run as follows:
MODULATION INPUT ERROR
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
d. Input too large in numerical non- fundamental parameters.
Computer will stop and indicate this error so that the









P.R.F. INPUT TOO BIG
COMPUTER WILL SKIP THIS PARAMETER
PAUSE 3, TYPE END
The response of the computer will be the same for any wrong funda-
mental parameter.
4. Typing mistakes in non-numerical non-fundamental parameters.




Computer will do the search skipping this wrong parameter.
4. Other errors.
a. If it seems to the operator that the search is not working
properly, perhaps some error has been introduced into the
program. In this case, clear up and down and call the
program again. This will clear any possible error in memory.
It must be understood that the program should be called
and run, as explained before.
b. If at any time the display reads something like: EQS IN
I TABLE GAVE ERROR STOP (CATEG.), this will indicate that
either the file has a mistake or the (CATEGORY IN THIS CASE) TABLE
has an error. This would require checking the program.
Nevertheless, before doing this, the program should be







Frequency input bigger than 32,767 Mc.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED "
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
•
t
FREQUENCY INPUT TOO HIGH
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES





Pulse repetition frequency input bigger than 8191 pulses per
second
.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al s FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 s MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 s PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 s SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
P.R.F. INPUT TOO BIG
COMPUTER WILL SKIP THIS PARAMETER














FREQUENCY s 9000 11000
MODULATION^ PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550
SCAN TYPE = CONT





LATITUDE = 33 - 36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE* TYPE END
POLARIZATION: HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH s 200
































FREQUENCY = 9000 10000
MODULATION: PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550






LATITUDE = 33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE, TYPE END
POLARIZATION: HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH : 200









73 - 71 WEST
EVERY POSSIBLE





















INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
MODULATION INTERCEPTED
POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER
BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN



















FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULATION: PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550






LATITUDE = 33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE, TYPE END
POLARIZATION: HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH = 200






















































PULSE WIDTH : 200















Scan rate input bigger than 511 times per minute.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN
SCAN RATE INPUT TOO BIG
COMPUTER WILL SKIP THIS PARAMETER

















FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULATION* PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550






LATITUDE = 33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE* TYPE END
POLARIZATION* HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH = 200





















































PULSE WIDTH = 200
SCAN RATE = 12
VERT. BEAMWIDTH: 30












Beam width input bigger than 31 degrees.
IYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER
A8 = BEAM WI0TH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN
BEAMWIDTH INPUT TOO BIG
COMPUTER WILL SKIP THIS PARAMETER
















FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULATION: PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550






LATITUDE = 33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE. TYPE END
POLARIZATION: HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH = 200




















































PULSE WIDTH = 200














Vertical beam width input bigger than 31 degrees.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 r SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DBpREES
VERTICAL BEAMWIDTH INPUT TOO BIG
COMPUTER WILL SKIP THIS PARAMETER




















FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULATION= PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550






LATITUDE = 33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE* TYPE END
POLARIZATION= HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH = 200





















































PULSE WIDTH = 200

















ITYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 - SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES









TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES






Modulation input error. Use word POLSE Instead of PULSE.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES






Polarization input error. Use word HARIZ instead of HORIZ.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al - FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPIED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F.i INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RAjTE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN
POLARIZATION INPUT ERROR
COMPUTER WILL SKIP

















FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULATIONS PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550
SCAN TYPE = CONT





LATITUDE = 33 - ;56 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE* TYPE END
POLARIZATIONS HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH s 200 300


















































PULSE WIDTH : 200














Scan type Input error. Use word CONTI instead of CONT.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = P0LAR|ZATI0N INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES






















FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULA1 ION= PULSE
P.R.F. = 450 550






LATITUDE = 33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE, TYPE END
POLARIZATION= HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH = 200




























































PULSE WIDTH = 200














Input data known not matching any equipment in file.
TYPE' INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WID1H INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER MINUTE
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
t




Intercepted data out of range of some record due to mi aadjustment
of receiver. Try with frequency* input - 8900 Mc.
TYPE INTERCEPTED DATA AS FOLLOWS
Al = FREQUENCY INTERCEPTED IN MCS
A2 = MODULATION INTERCEPTED
A3 = POLARIZATION INTERCEPTED
A4 = P.R.F. INTERCEPTED IN PPS
A5 = PULSE WIDTH INTERCEPTED TIMES 100
A6 = SCAN TYPE INTERCEPTED
A7 = SCAN RATE INTERCEPTED IN TIMES PER
A8 = BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN DEGREES
A9 = VERTICAL BEAM WIDTH INTERCEPTED IN
MINUTE
DEGREES



















FREQUENCY = 9000 11000
MODULATION: PULSE
P.R*F. = 450 550






LATITUDE = 33-36 SOUTH
NOTE REMARKS WILL BE
PAUSE* TYPE END
POLARIZATIONS HORIZ
PULSE WIDTH s 200
SCAN RATE s j.2
VERT.BEAMWIDTH= 30
FUNCTION s GENPURP

















































PULSE WIDTH = 200




















Signal classification by automatic means
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